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Eagles edge out Gilmer,
Roll Over Gladewater,
Barrel through Graham,
Will Face fairfield at state
(Page 8)

Coach Todd Rodgers tells his team that, “They don’t want to just make it to state, they want to take state,” after defeating Graham 38-14 in the 3A D2 Semifinal Championship on Dec. 14. Photo by Matt Garnett

Drone Warfare

(Page 3)

A man speaks at rally against the use of domestic drones in Boston on
Nov. 16. Photo by Matt Garnett

The Spirit of Giving

(Page 6)

A family’s tree on 407 illuminates the true spirit of giving. Photo by
Matt Garnett

Choosing a College

(Page 5)

A representative for the University of Kentucky looks on at the sea of
potential students. Photo by Matt Garnett
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This cemetery included
the graves of late president Benjamin Franklin’s parents. Another
special appearance was
the grave that had apprentice marks on it,
which, according to Bob,
is a rare sight to see.
The last stop of the tour
was the Faneuil Hall.
The Freedom Trail Tour
has been mentioned on
shows such as 30 Rock,
featuring Tina Fey.

Freedom Trail tour guide speaks about the aging gravestones in The
Granary Burying Ground, established in 1660. Photo by Matt Garnett

‘Catching Fire’ Review
Brett McMartin | Reporter

Hunger Games:
Catching Fire came out
to theaters Nov. 21,
2013.
This thrilling
sequel to The Hunger
Games introduced an
underlying theme of
grimness and severity
unlike the first movie.
The victors, Katniss
Everdeen, played by
Jennifer Lawrence and
Peeta Mellark, played
by Josh Hutcherson,

are called to play in
another round of the
Hunger Games. This
time, more is at stake
including the lives of
their loved ones. The
movie is well casted
and thoughtfully made.
However, one complaint
can be made. In some
scenes, one can experience a nauceous feeling
because of the speed of
the action on screen.
This also makes it hard

to understand what is
going on even during
climatic moments.
The movie ends
with a awe-striking cliff
hanger and most definitely keeps the viewer
wanting more. Unfortunately for all of us, the
next movie, Mockingjay,
doesn’t come out until
Nov. 2014.
For now, ‘May the
odds be ever in your
favor.’

Overheard in the Hall
“I want to learn how to play cricket in
the parking lot. Why not?”
-Monica Canizares
“Drew is like a math angel just floating through the
aisles.”
-Kaetlin Arthur
“I’m just a single mom struggling to fight my way
through this world.”
-Coach Beene
“I don’t like when people try to punch my Adam’s apple
into the back of my throat.”
-Hunter Ross
“I’m gonna be straight up snugglin’ in my bed.”
-Jeff Short
“Hashtag so done with the middle school hallway.”
-Anonymous
“I thought John Lennon was a cowboy.”
-Rochelle Taylor
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Drones Threaten Privacy, Severely Underestimated
Tanner Davenport
Senior Editor
No, drones should
not have extensive use
domestically, and yet
what is truly frightening is the complacency
with which the public
has responded to the
increasing use of drones
by local police agencies.
The mainstream concern
continues to be directed
at hot social issues—gay
marriage, legal marijuana, gun control—so that
many Americans are
completely unaware of
the emergence of drones
in our skies.
But they’re here, and
the use of them is sharply on the rise. Current
unmanned aerial vehicle
systems can be equipped
with technology capable
of license plate scanning,
thermal imaging, and
other electromagnetic
sensing. The civil uses of
drones include livestock
monitoring, geographic
mapping, pipeline security and road patrol,
but the drones are also
increasingly used for
policing and tracking

Two members of a group of protestors in Boston, Massachusetts inform passersby about the abuses of drones by the government on November 16. Photo by Matt Garnett.

civilians, with many
concerning implications
for the future.
Not to suggest that
compliance with the
law is anything to be
discouraged, but it is not
difficult to imagine that
a considerable amount
of laws are broken on a
regular basis by citizens

who are simply ignorant
of how far apart their
local government wants
them to park from the
curb or which pieces
of grass are acceptable
to walk on and which
are not. The majority of
the public is truly well
intending citizens, but
drones would be able

to capture all of these
routine violations, no
matter how minor. Students who are unwilling
to protest the installation of drones by their
local police might want
to consider how many
times they have ever
exceeded the speed limit
by one or two MPH.

Of course, that only
speaks of what drones
are already capable of
doing. Current legislation restricts the use of
drones in the U.S. mostly
to purposes of surveillance and data collection, but documents obtained by the Electronic
Frontier Foundation

show that in 2010 the
Department of Homeland Security considered the application of
non-lethal weapons on
drones for the purpose
of border security along
the southwest. What is
the potential for these
weapons to be used on
civilians?
President Obama
responded to some of
these concerns with a
statement that no president should arm drones
on U.S. soil. Yet even
a decade ago the idea
that millions of Americans would have their
phone conversations
covertly recorded and
their movements tracked
would have been absurd. Now here we are.
Perhaps legislation could
be passed that would
allow the appropriate
use of drones without
too much encroachment
of privacy, but with the
present lack of interest
in the debate, the potential for local law enforcement to abuse the uses
of drones is too high.

Domestic Drones Benefit Economy
Matt Garnett | Editor in Chief
Concerns about
domestic drone use have
been on the rise over the
last few months. A large
portion of those opposing seem to do so out of
ignorance rather than
flush facts. The use of
drones does not necessarily mean an invasion
of privacy. In fact, most
of the uses by commercial entities will literally save nickels on the
dollar.

Currently, the FAA
prohibits the use of commercial drones. Government agencies and universities are among the
small group of organizations that can apply for
a certificate of authority
to fly a drone – large
or small. Commercial
drones are right around
the corner. Imagine
electric companies being
able to monitor power
lines by an electric pow-

ered octocopter and oil
and gas companies could
do the same.
Not only are the
potential for domestic
drones great, but the potential economic boom
is just as great. Advocates of the drone industry are throwing out
potential number- $13
billion into the economy,
70,000 new jobs, over
30,000 in manufacturing
industries. In a nation

with unemployment
rates still at higher than
satisfactory rates, entrepreneurs and consumer
alike should be drooling
over the introduction of
this new market.
With a September
2015 deadline for a plan
to manage unmanned
aircraft for the FAA,
given by Congress,
people are beginning to
get antsy. Americans are
beginning to question

if the use of drones has
already been taken too
far. Most of the public’s
domestic drone education comes from media
clashes, and more-oftenthan-not involve military drones overseas.
Domestic drones
are inevitable. The
cost of not introducing
commercial autonomous
aircrafts is too

great. Fortunately
for consumers and
corporations alike, this
is a win-win situation.
Consumers will receive
higher quality services
while paying lower
prices, and corporations
will be able to continue
pushing the edges of
technology while cutting
their own costs.
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Stress of Standardized Tests is Wearing on Students

as well.”
Maggie DiVecchia | Reporter
Senior
Students who
For seniors and juniors,
Colton
prefer the SAT
standardized testing is a stressful
20%
Katzen has
nuisance. The SAT and ACT tests
his eyes
are required to be admitted into
set on the
most universities, today. Though
University
the number of test-optional schools
Students who
of Texas
is slowly growing, it is obvious that
prefer the ACT
business
80%
majority of students plan to attend
school and
colleges that require these tests. Not
only do colleges require these tests, but started tutoring
early in hopes of
they also have scores that should be
getting
a high enough
Students
who
met in order to assure acceptance.
preferscore
the SAT to ensure acceptance.
There are always ways to improve
20%
“I’m nervous about getting into
SAT or ACT scores; private tutoring
the
business
school really,” Katzen
has become a popular method.
said. “I took classes before I ever took
“I did a lot of tutoring in order to
Students who
the ACTprefer
sotheonce
ACT I took it, I earned a
receive my ACT score,” Senior Lizzy
80%
good
score
and
was finished.”
Surratt said. “It took up a lot of my free
Many,
including
Margaret Stein,
time and I did it through the summer
worry that they might not be accepted
because they are not an auto-admit.
“I was terrified of course, but I
knew I had all the credentials I needed
to get in,” Stein said. “I was just afraid
of the worst possible outcome.”
With so much pressure to excel,
many students will choose to focus
on either the SAT or the ACT. There
are not many differences besides that
the ACT includes a science section
and the SAT has more and shorter
Students are often overwhelmed studying for the
sections.
ACT and SAT tests. Photo by Maddie Moseley

Senior Courtney
Stein expresses her
taste for the SAT
in comparison
to the ACT.
“I like
that the
sections
are shorter
because you
get a break to
gather yourself in
between each one,”
Stein said.
Senior Jon Michael
Pucciarello disagrees
and prefers the ACT to
the SAT like so many
tend to do.
“I like the ACT
better because I’m
more math and science
orientated,” Pucciarello
said.
Regardless of
which test a student
prefers or where they
want to go, the entire
college application
process is complicated
and stressful.
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Students Seek Colleges that Offer Change
from ‘the Bubble’ Mentality, Broaden Horizens

Madison Hardy | Reporter
Growing up in a small
town can have damaging
effects to the things we
consider most important.
Nowadays, selfishness tends
to play a major role in our
personalities, whatever is
best or easiest for us is what
we do. It is not necessarily
our fault, but as teens we
adapt to our surroundings;
merely acting how we are
expected to. Living in Argyle forms us into behaving
as sheltered, blinded, intelligent students.
In Argyle, the parents
hover over the children
making sure “nothing bad
happens to [their] babies.”
We rely on our parents like
super heroes, waiting on
them to fly in at our exact
moment of trouble. We
walk through the halls passing kids that look similar to
us. We don’t expect to see
much diversity, nor do we
accept it if given the chance.
Many people best explain
Argyle as a “little bubble.”
As students, we are trapped
inside, getting by only because we know the surface

level expectations. Athletes
are expected to succeed in
receiving an athletic scholarship, band members need
to win state, and for the
rest- make your parents and
teachers happy.
College is an educational institution or establishment. A place like this
is known for flourishing
students who find cherished
relationships. Students are
thrown into an environment
of kids from around the
world. You begin to understand the subjects you apply
yourself in because of the
relationships you build with
your professors.
When living in Argyle it
is hard to break out of “the
bubble”, therefore college is
a healthy place to look forward to. It is not for every- The Harvard bookstore offers a world of opportunities for students to explore, as The Talon newspaper staff discovered on Nov. 17 when
they visited Boston while attending the National Journalism Convention. Photo by Matt Garnett
one, but for those who meet
the criteria, college can help
save you from the blinding
attributes of a small town.
Be open minded, embrace
change, and exceed the
If you answered If you answered
stereotypical thoughts of an
mostly...
mostly...
Argyle kid.
1. Building a relation-

What Type of College Should You Attend?

QUIZ

ship with my teacher
is important to me.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true

2. I often participate in
class discussion.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true

Harvard’s Used bookstore basement provided a view into a different world.
Photo by Matt Garnett

3. I enjoy hearing and
discussing other students’ ideas in class.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true

4. I can identify one
school subject that
I am passionate
about.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true

5. I tend to go beyond
class requirements,
because I am interested.
a. Very true
b. Sometimes true
c. Not sure
d. Not true

A and B:
You want to take an active, rather than passive,
approach to learning.
Your learning technique
does not include simply
taking notes and listening to a typical teacher’s
dull lectures. You desire
more hands-on learning. You are most likely
more comfortable in
prestigious colleges
where professors are
eagerly available and
where lecture classes of
300 are not typical. In
other words, you would
blossom in smaller,
close-knit colleges.

C and D:
You are less comfortable with creative
ideas and “out of the
box” concepts. When it
comes to education, you
have not had experiences that have excited you.
You tend to do the minimum, so use college as
a learning experience by
practicing open-mindedness; you may be
pleasantly surprised by
how interesting a new
subject or topic might
be. As a result, larger
colleges may meet your
qualifications because
you won’t neccesarily be
forced into small group
discussions.
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In the Spirit of Giving...

What Would You Ask Santa to Give to Someone in Need?

Dear Santa,
I would like you to give our
society some rationality. The
materialistic view our country
contains has completely skewed
the true meaning of Christmas.
Whether one is religious or not,
Christmas should not revolve
around wanting needless items
that barely benefit the already
fortunate people in our society. No less than a month after
Thanksgiving, Americans are out
losing sleep and falling into debt
to buy pointless gifts for people
who most likely don’t need them.
Christmas should be about family and friends, not how much is
found under the Christmas tree.
Sincerely,
Terry Moore

The toys have been great
and all, but this year I’m trying to get my friend something
extra special for Christmas. If
you wouldn’t mind, please give
her comfort. Her mom passed
away around Christmas last year
in a car accident. I know the gift
she would really like is to have
her mom back, but the next best
thing I could ask for is for her to
have comfort in knowing that she
has a special angel watching over
her this holiday season. I know
it’s a lot to ask, but she has been
through a lot of rough times this
year. She deserves to be happy
again, and I know that having
some comfort this Christmas will
make that happen.
Sincerely,
Kendall McLeod

My brother is 26 years old
and he has down syndrome. He
is the most amazing person I’ve
ever met. He loves going to school
and learning and he used to take
classes at NCTC. They had a
program for special needs kids
to have the opportunity to go to
college like everyone else their
age. As years went on with this
program, these kids got moved
around from building to building because NCTC didn’t want
them around the “normal students”. This shifting went on until
the funding was cut completely,
leaving 100+ disabled individuals
out of a learning environment.
So, the teachers who taught these
kids took it upon themselves to
open a new facility. These people
invested their own money to
provide a place for these kids to
learn. The teachers go without
pay, and they have to charge the
students large amounts of money
in order to keep the electricity
running. Come January, they will
be completely out of money. They
can’t buy any new workbooks
or supplies and they will have to
search for new options. If I could
ask anything from you, I would
ask that you provide them with
the funds to continue to run this
amazing program. The teachers
deserve it, and most importantly,
so do the kids.
Sincerely,
Adilen Gonzalez

If I could give anything to
anyone in the world, it would
be the love of a dog. There is no
feeling that can match the companionship of a puppy. There is
no one in the world that loves
you more than your dog. When I
come home from school or work,
my best friend at the door waiting for me is the greatest feeling
in the world. With a dog by your
side, you will never feel lonely. So
Santa, please be a homie and drop
off some dogs this year.
Sincerely,
Darla Dressen

I would like you to send food
and money to the workers by the
Denton Square. These are the
men who wait for anyone willing
to give them work in order to provide for their families. They need
this gift because it would help
them relieve some of the financial
stress they constantly encounter.
Sincerely,
Jon Pucciarello
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My younger sister loves
horses. We own a horse and she’s
outside riding him all the time.
However, she’s been growing
fast and has outgrown her old
saddle. For the past few months
she’s been working hard to buy
one, but they are very expensive.
I know that it would make her
extremely happy to find a brand
new saddle under the tree on
Christmas morning and I’d love
to see the happiness on her face.
She’s been having some trouble at
school and that horse is one of her
best friends so it would be truly
wonderful to see her smile while
riding in a new saddle. Thanks in
advance for your generosity and
time.
Sincerely,
Isaac Albanesi

If I could give anything to
anyone, I would give a ticket
home to my cousin, Zack, in
Afghanistan. He’s been gone for
two years now and I see his mom
worry all the time. He hates it
there. People throw things, they
spit, and they curse at the soldiers. Whenever we talk to him,
all he wants to do is be home. If
I could ask for anything, Santa,
it’d be for him to be able to come
home for the holidays.
Sincerely,
Braden Lanning

If I could give one gift, it
would be comfort to the lonely.
Whenever you feel isolated harsh
thoughts tend to become believable and drastic decisions can
seem reasonable. I’m ready to
see the world more filled with
happiness. Depression can come
from many different instigators:
a death, bullies, heartbreakers, or
maybe the certain heartache of
running out of chocolate milk.
But everyone deserves to feel
loved, especially around Christmas time.
Sincerely,
Madison Hardy

I would like to give a miracle
to my cousin, Bryce, because he
deserves one. Bryce has paralysis
in most of his muscles. He has
overcome so many obstacles and
surgeries that most men wouldn’t
survive. Through his whole
experience he has maintained a
positive, joyful attitude, which
has motivated anyone who has
met him over the years. He is the
most intelligent member in my
whole family and probably the
most daring as well. If he was as
strong physically as he is mentally, nothing would be able to
stop him. He deserves to have this
wish granted so he can pursue his
high-set goals to the best of his
very talented ability.
Sincerely,
Hunter Ross

It’s easy to forget how the
reset of the world works when
you are privileged. I am guilty, as
I often lose track of the world’s
issues among my own, miniscule
problems. Like me, so many of
my classmates are lucky enough
to be born in a sustainable, welloff household. Loving family and
friends are not given to everyone
in the world, which is why that is
what I wish for the people of the
world who are in need. It’s easy to
donate money, food, or clothes,
but it is difficult to donate love
and care to those who may need
it more than we, ourselves, can
imagine. Feeling unloved is unimaginable for most of us; we are
unable to fathom what it is like to
be completely alone. The gift of
love and compassion should be a
gift everyone receives.
Sincerely,
Victoria Filoso
As the holidays have approached, my mom has talked to
a lot of struggling mothers who
have lost hope. She comes home
and retells shortened accounts
of these women’s lives – their
uncertain future and situations.
Many of these women have small
children who are also suffering
emotionally because of their daily
trials. So, I ask that these families
can receive the emotional guidance they need. My mom and the
other volunteers can provide a
listening ear, but many need professional help. Whether this hope
comes from a spiritual leader or
a counselor, please help these
young families so that they may
enjoy the holiday season and feel
undaunted for their lives ahead of
them.
Sincerely,
Monica Canizares

Page design by Maddie Moseley
Photo by Matt Garnett
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Football, Prophecy, Destiny Merge at State Championship
Tanner Davenport | Senior Editor

Senior john Michael Pucciarello (6) holdis the ball for senior Cole Hedlund (12) to kick into the uprights to
break the nationall record of 51 fieldgoals made in a season. Photo by Aubrey Kass

With the championship game
just a day away, the football team is
the obsession of the entire Argyle
community.
“This is a team that as early
as fourth grade were standing in
Northwest Stadium, as the coaches
and dads prophetically spoke over
them that this is going to be Argyle’s
first team that’s going to be first state
championship in football,” Coach
Rodgers said. “This is a team that’s
been destined, aligned, people have
been talking about it, been watching it,
been tracking it for the kind of success
that they are going to experience as a
senior class.”
At the helm of the team’s
leadership, Head Coach Todd Rodgers
paused briefly to indicate where
the boys have found some of their
motivation for their victories.
“If you can always reference those
strong emotional moments when
things either went well or didn’t go

well,” Rodgers said. “Use those as
reminders to motivate throughout
the course of the year. I think the
drudgery of working out and arriving
early every morning of the week and
certainly the demands of coming in
and out of this building three times
a day make us better. And any kind
of encouragement you can get from
anybody is always favorable and serve
its purpose as a motivational tactic.”
But perhaps the most important
boost for the team has come from the
stellar community that comes out to
each game in support for the boys.
“Those people are true blue fans,”
Rodgers said. “They aren’t just the
parents. They have a vested interest
in watching these kids. They’ve been
watching these kids since early ages,
the phenoms as middle school players,
the phenoms as early as 9th and 10th
graders.”

Sadler Insures Victory Over Rival Gilmer
“I love this family. I love
this game. And I love all
those fans out there.”
Matt Garnett | Editor in Chief
For the
onlookers, Gilmer
was another
opponent for the
Eagles, albeit its
most challenging
of the season. For
the players, it was a
game for revenge.
“Those are such
emotional moments
playing those teams and
losing to a team like Gilmer,”
Head Coach Todd Rodgers said. “[We]
use that as reminders to motivate throughout the course
of the year.”
For months, they spent training and practicing, thinking of
one game.
“When we were practicing and working out, all we
heard was that Gilmer was working harder than we were,”
Nick Ralston said. “That really pumped us up.”
The doubts began trickling in after senior Sam Sizelove
acquired a season ending ACL tear.

“Honestly it’s hard to replace a Sam Sizelove,”
Rodgers said. “But when you miss a quality
player like that, it’s just the hand you’ve
been dealt and you don’t dwell on it much.
You try and make the players you have that
much better.
Even with the most experienced
varsity player out, the team knew
what they had to do.
“It was just about
winning as a team. Ian was
our best chance to win
so we gave him the ball,”

Ralston
said.
And gave Sadler the ball they did. Rushing
for 182 yards on 28 attempts and receiving
for 38 on 2 attempts, he led the team with 5
touchdowns.
“I love this family. I love this game.
And I love this family. [We’re] 3-0,” Sadler
said on Instagram after the game.
With the teams’ toughest foe conquered,
Coach Rodgers had one thing to say to the
team after the game.
“You guys did some good work
out there tonight,” Coach Rodgers said.
“I’m sorry to tell you though, but come
tomorrow, it’s time to go back to work.”

Five helments strong from the black swarm take
down a Melissa player. Photo by Matt Garnett

Senior Ian Sadler (5) celebrates with senior Reese
Thompson (4) after scoring a touchdown against
Celina during the District Championship. Photo
by Matt Garnett
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Volleyball Season Ends Abruptly, Players Look to ‘13-14

Head Volleyball Coach Clark Oberle looks on as Decatur defeats the Eagles in the third set, 225-19. The
Eagles lost in the fifth set, ending their run in the playoffs. Photo by Matt Garnett

Jack Graham | Reporter
The volleyball team dominated the
regular season yet again this season,
but failed to achieve their main goal of

winning state. The Eagles were undefeated through their district season,
earning themselves the number one
ranking in state entering the playoffs.
They started the playoff season

against Gainesville in the bi-district
championship, defeating them in
three sets. In the second round, they
defeated Nevada Community, earning
their way into the third round against
their regular season rival, the Decatur
Eagles.
The Eagles went up 2-1 in the
game, but lost the next two sets ending
their season. The Decatur Eagles went
on to win the state championship,
without losing a single set after defeating Argyle.
“Even though it didn’t end the way
we wanted it to, it was such a great
senior season,” Alyssa Bruton said.
The Eagles went undefeated in district and had multiple successes during
the regular season. Although the team
did not win state, it was a memorable
season for the players.
“I wouldn’t want to end my high
school volleyball season with any other
group of girls,” senior Brooke Robertson saidW. “We were like a family.”

The team looks to make it to state
tournament next year, having key
starters Katy Keenan and Eighmy
Dobbins returning to the team. It
should be another great year from the
Lady Eagle volleyball team.

Senior Laine Lowry jumps up to high five sophomore Katy Keenan. Photo by Matt Garnett

Girls Basketball Starts Strong Boys End on a Buzzer Beater
Jack Graham | Reporter

Jack Graham | Reporter

Playing varsity as a freshman, Vivian Gray fights
for the ball in their home game against Burleson.
Photo by Matt Garnett

The Lady Eagles basketball team
has started their third season under
Coach Skip Townsend, and the returning seniors are determined to make
their last season one to remember.
The Eagles failed to win the district championship last year, leaving

them with a goal to complete that
task this year. Goals this year include
winning a regional championship, and
finishing the season off with winning
the state championship.
“We have to have everyone
committed to the team,” senior Kim
Strelke, a 4 year varsity player, said.
The Eagles started off the season
red-hot with a first place trophy at a
competitive tournament hosted by
Burleson Centennial, defeating an
impressive 4A team Mansfield Legacy
in the championship game. The team
gained an immense amount of confidence, and hope to continue their successful play into the regular season.
“It made the team excited for the
future and I could not be more proud
of how we played,” Laurie Beth Chalk
said after their tournament win.
The Eagles travel to Carrolton
Ranchview on Jan. 7 for their first
district game, having high hopes of
winning the district championship,
along with making a long run in the
playoffs.

Hunter Shoemake and teammates celebrate a
buzzer-beater win against Nolan Catholic. Photo by
Matt Garnett

Basketball season is under way,
and the boy’s team has started off
nicely already. Led by head coach John
King and new assistant coach Russell
Perkins, the Eagles hope to win another district championship and make
it deep in the playoff season.

The Eagles defeated Fort Worth
Christian in their first game of the
year, scoring an impressive 93 points,
winning by 43.
“I think we have a really good
chance to do some good things this
season as long as we keep playing as
a team and never giving up on each
other,” 3 year varsity player Chase
Kammerer says.
The Eagles traveled to Wylie High
School for their second game, defeating the solid 5A team 51-47.
“ It’s already been fun being a part
of this team. We are all pretty close,”
senior captain Jared Cole said.
Notable events in the season
include the competitive Whataburger
tournament, beginning on Dec. 26 and
the district season, beginning on Jan.
10 when they will host Frisco Lone
Star.
After being knocked out in the
first round of playoffs last year, the
team is hungry for success this season,
especially in the postseason.
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Students Prepare for the Stage Behind the Curtains
Annabel Thorpe | Reporter

Lights, cheers, fame,
all reasons actors and
actresses crave the stage
of Broadway. Except,
through that glamor are
those little quirks the
audience never sees.
Things like little mishaps, pre-performance
warm-ups, or

ing up.
“Well, if I want to
get my energy up before
going on stage,” lead
actress, Molly Livingston said, “I love to jump
around. But as a group
we do lots
of tongue
twist-

just the fun stories that
never have the chance
to be told. So behind the
scenes is where all the
reality and honesty of
performing lies.
Before performing the Nov. 18 debut
performance of ‘The
Women Of Lockerbie’,
the high school theatre
cast went through
many stages of warm-

ers: ‘Unique New York,
unique New York, you
know you need unique
New York!’”
Although, not all
students have the same
approach to warming
up as Livingston, many
love to run
lines that
last time
before
going
on

stage in order to their
calm the quickly rising
butterflies.
“Running lines
back stage. That’s what
I always do,” freshman
Madison Darnell said.
In every production,
there are going to be
some hiccups along the
way. Perhaps something
happens within the performance itself, but no
matter what, the scene
should keep going. That
is exactly what the wonderful cast has done.
“I actually knocked
Brooklyn on the head
with my mop,” said
Livingston.
“We just went on
and acted like it never
happened,” Brooklyn
Leonard said.
Another hiccup
within the play nearly
made one of the girls,
Ana Marie Woolums,
have to leave the play
and head straight to the
nurse.
“She almost got a
concussion!” Darnell
said. “Ana was doing her
cat-fight scene and when
she got pulled off of the
girl she was ‘attacking’,
she actually fell backwards and banged her
head on part of the set.
She yelled ‘Oh my!’ to
cover it up, but she was
bleeding!”
Luckily,

Woolums was not hurt
too badly and managed
to carry on the scene,
but it definitely became
a distinct memory for
the cast and a moment
to laugh about.
Auditions for a play
normally happen when
an actor receives a portion of a script, called
a ‘side’, and he or she
auditions for the role,
then waits anxiously
for the cast list to be
posted.
However, this year’s
new director, Mr. Craig
Hertel, decided to do
it his own way. The
students never knew
when they were actually
auditioning. Instead,
everyday in class the
students ran random
scenes or did acting
exercises while Hertel
watched them carefully
deciding who would
fit what roles. Then
when the cast list was
posted, it came as a big
shock to the students.
They had no idea when
Hertel would post the
list or when he had even

started considering the
cast.
“I didn’t even know
I was auditioning till
I saw my name on the
cast list!” lead actor, Tad
Smith exclaimed.
A lot of thought
goes into deciding the
set and placement of a
play.
‘The Women Of
Lockerbie’ was placed
in the up-close-andpersonal black box
theatre. It was one of
the first times an Argyle
teacher has decided to
do this. In this setting,
the cast had to keep a
constant awareness of
where the audience was.
They actually performed
in the very center of the
black box with the audience placed very closely
around them.
“Being in the black
box makes it much more
of an intimate setting,”
Hertel, said. “The superintendent, Dr. Telena
Wright, actually ended
up in one of the dramatic scenes. The cast had
a good laugh about this
after the play.”
This came
as quite a shock
to a few of
the players
when

they realized who was in
the scene with them.
“I was in the middle
of my scene acting
and talking to someone when I realized
‘Oh man! That’s Dr.
Wright!’” Livingston
said.
Through all this,
the students pulled off
their stumbles like true
Broadway-to-be stars.
But working through
these experiences is
what has brought the
theatre group closer.
“We are like brothers and sisters now,”
Leonard said.
The rest of the
school will now anticipate the theatre department’s next performance
‘Epic Proportions’. It
should be expected that
there will be many more
great stories gathered
along the way while
getting the show ready
for premier time. People
will just have to look
behind the scenes of the
play to find them.

Ana Marie Woolums tackles Emily Volk because her son’s “American plane” killed her family (from left to right Emily Volk, Baylee Brunson, Sarah Rouser, Anamarie Woolums, and Bailey Sharp). Photo by Annabel Thorpe
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Civil Air Patrol Builds Leadership, Potential Careers
what he likes about CAP.
“It’s the opportunity
for anyone to learn to
lead,” he said.
After completing the
necessary requirements,
a cadet gains his first
promotion as a Cadet
Airman, a very special
achievement and the
first of many for young
cadets.
The group is also
beneficial to kids’ health.
For every promotion,
each cadet is required to
complete a physical fitness test based on rank
and age. As they work
out, their fellow cadets
encourage them to complete required stats.
CAP is great for
those looking to enter
in a military career. It
teaches them how to
prepare and respect a
uniform. This includes
ironing their uniform,
placing ranks correctly,
and even shining their
shoes or boots.

Josh Block | Reporter
Civil Air Patrol
(CAP) is a civilian military group for kids aged
12—18 in middle and
high school.
Every kid, or cadet,
begins as an airman
basic. From here, they
advance through the
ranks and learn leadership, aerospace and
emergency services
along the way.
The previous cadet
commander for the local Denton Nighthawk
squadron was Cadet
Captain Daniel Bishop.
“The job was grueling and tedious,” Captain Bishop said, “but
I’ve learned most of
what I know of responsibility from it. It’s really
the best way for people
as young as twelve to
operate in a very mature
sense and to just get
involved in aerospace.”
Captain Bishop had
a few words to say about

The award that
almost every cadet
strives to earn is the
Billy Mitchell Award.
This is the movement
from a cadet NCO to a
cadet Officer. This is a
very big achievement
in CAP considering
some colleges will look
at it like an Eagle Scout
Award from boy scouts.
Also, the Billy Mitchell
can start you off great
in a military direction.
A cadet with the Billy
Mitchell can enlisted in
the Air Force as an E-3
and in the Navy as an
E-2.
CAP is also a great
start to a flying career.
Through CAP, each
cadet can get 5 free
power flight orientation
flights and 5 free glider
orientation flights. Later,
in your CAP career,
you can go to a glider
or power flight academy and earn your solo
wings.

Cadet Senior Master Sergant Milbitz checks off for the assigned activity. Photo by Josh Block

Through CAP’s
emergency services
program, cadets can get
experience in emergency
preparedness. After a
couple tests and learning
a few techniques, a cadet
can earn his ground
team 3 qualification.
With this, a cadet can go
on real world missions,
including down aircraft
searches.
A normal Monday

night meeting will go as
follows: first, the group
of cadets will go to their
separate flights starting
around 6:30. Next, the
flights will line up outside for opening formation. After opening formation, the flights will
work on military drill
until the nights event
starts. The event for the
night depends on which
Monday of the month it

is. The first Monday is
Physical Training or PT,
the second Monday is
BDU’s and Emergency
Services, the third Monday is Blues and leadership, and the fourth
Monday is BDU’s and
Aerospace. Occasionally
there will be a fifth Monday, on those days there
is a special event such as
a potluck or a swimday.
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Cadet Airmen First Class Bryce Pilawski listens to a lesson on leadership. Photo by
Josh Block
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Varsity cheerleaders Vanessa Zielinski, Kelsey Davis, and Madelyn Haynes cheer
during a pep rally. Photo by Annabel Thorpe

Senior kicker Cole Hedlund proudly displays the Bi District trophy after the win against Krum. Photo taken by Aubrey Kass
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Senior Cody Stewert plays his saxaphone at halftime during the last
district football game. Photo by Matt Garnett

Mascot Erich Gibson motions for the crowd to stand up
during the pep rally. Photo by Annabel Thorpe

The Argyle student Red Army comes out and supports the varsity volleyball
team during a playoff game. Photo by Matt Garnett

Freshman Laina Sorensen claims third place in the girls
state cross country meet. Photo by Matt Garnett

Sophomore Alexa Bass (4) cheers with teammates after scoring a point against Decatur.
Photo by Matt Garnett

Colton Katzen (10) makes a tackle against Gladewater on Dec. 9, 2013. Photo by Matt Garnett
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